**STATE OPENS SERIES OF JOBS**

FOR COLLEGE SENIORS, GRADS

See Page 10

---

**NYC Needs 500 Attendents; Exam Opens Soon**

Applications for an open-competitive test for Assistant Gardener will be issued and received from September 11 to 26 at the offices of the NYC Civil Service Commission, 96 Duane Street, just west of Broadwa,

---

**Softball Morale in DPUI**

Frantic Effort Made to Solve Crisis

---

**The Job MARKET**

---

**Tolman Defends Polo Workers Against Pay Cut**

---

**Exam Study Books**

---

**EMPLOYEES**

---

**HAIL CURB ON HATCH ACT**

---

**WASHINGTON, Aug. 26—Federal employees groups hailed President Truman's signing of an administrative amendment to the Hatch Act, which gives federal employees the Civil Service Commission is empowered to impose lesser penalties for minor violations. Previously any violations brought mandatory removal, but effect.

---

**Carson's Garden: Gardener Test to Open**

---

**O'D Urges Cop, Fireman Improvement**

---

**NYC patroimes and fireman view as a virtual commitment to Weiner. William O'Dwyer's two public statements on their behalf concerning positions**

---

**Tolman's government on pay and other matters too long, and the day of awakening should be close at hand.**

---

**Tolman met last week in Albany and other civil servants unions.**

---

**The Career-Salary Plan**

---

**Politics and Wages**

---

**Letters to the Editor**

---

**Statistics**

---

**Attendant Test to Fill 500 Jobs**

---

**New Joe**

---

**By Morton Yarmon**

---

**By H. J. Bernard**

---

**By MORTON YARMON**

---

**By HELEN NOLAN NEIL**

---

**Wyckoff**

---

**By W. Edwin Frank Tolar, president of the Civil Service Employees Association, himself spent-living. The attack, representative members of the legislature, had prepared to combat a proposed pay cut in physical therapy positions throughout the State. A public meeting on this subject was scheduled for Tuesday, Aug. 29, at 8:30 p.m., at the Public Library, Brooklyn.**

---

**Exam Study Books**

---

**Study books for Social Investigator, Clerk, Typist, Stenographer, Clerk, Investigator and other popular exams are on sale at The Leader Bookstore, 97 Duane Street, New York, N. Y. Two blocks north of City Hall, east of Broadway. See advertisement p. 13.**

---

**Cable News**

---

**STATE BUDGET DIRECTOR**

---

**By William F. McWilliams**

---

**The New York Employment Service had the following jobs to fill as of Aug. 29, in the State Office Building; 96 Duane Street, just west of Broadway, New York City.**

---

**In an early issue of The Leader, all City employees and administrators will find this authoritative, instructive series of articles carefully explaining the new study will begin.**

---

**The Career Survey, which has already been begun, will intimately affect nearly 100,000 City employees, and may change the face of public employment in New York City. An authoritative, instructive series of articles carefully explaining the new study will begin soon in this issue.**

---

**In this issue.**

---

**The position of the Civil Service Employees Association is this:**

---

**To Fill 500 Jobs**

---

**Applications in a new Male Attendant test are expected to be opened in the fall. There are more than 500 jobs to be filled at $1,000 annual increments of $129 each. Periodic tests are frequent. Men 18 to 70 are eligible. There will be no formal educational requirements. A competitive test will be held, but no medical exam is required. There are more than 300 tests each year for more than 200 different jobs, others as Attendant, Gage, Trucker, Clerk, Attendant, etc.**

---

**To Fill 500 Jobs**

---

**The assistance of the Civil Service Commission and other government agencies, which followed a request made by the Union. The State Civil Service Commission has been asked to set the lists for filling vacant positions. The Board in the Workmen's Compensation Act is the Board in the New Disability Benefit Division.**

---

**Assistant Gardener Test to Open**

---

**The starting pay for Assistant Gardener is $3,200 per year for 320 working days, minus pay in:**

---

**What It Is — How It Works**

---

**The CAREER-SALARY PLAN**

---

**WHAT IS IT INTENDED TO ACCOMPLISH**

---

**The Career Survey, which has already been begun, will intimately affect nearly 100,000 City employees, and may change the face of public employment in New York City. An authoritative, instructive series of articles carefully explaining the new study will begin in an early issue of The Leader. All City employees and administrators will find this material of importance. Watch for these articles.**

---

**By Morton Yarmon**

---

**𬴃(3,8),(994,993)
Coast to Coast in State-County Affair in Utica

UTICA, Aug. 28—Plans are being made for what promises to be one of the most spectacular events ever staged by the State Civil Service Employees Association members. The group consists of State and County chapters in a 100-mile radius of Utica area. There will be dinner and dancing, but "a surprise package" is a key to the event.

The 40th anniversary dinner-dance of the Utica Hotel Union, Saturday, September 16, will be attended by protest candidates running for top positions at the State Hospital.

A dinner and dancing, but "a surprise package" is a key to the event. The group consists of State and County chapters in a 100-mile radius of Utica area. There will be dinner and dancing, but "a surprise package" is a key to the event.

The 40th anniversary dinner-dance of the Utica Hotel Union, Saturday, September 16, will be attended by protest candidates running for top positions at the State Hospital.

Among them: John F. Powers, 1st vice-president; J. Allyn Stearns, 3rd vice-president; J. Strong-. William T., Utica 85841

The dinner will be held at 7 P.M. and the dance begins at 8 P.M. in the Hotel Utica, Saturday, September 16. Dancing is from 9 to 1. In the afternoon of that same day, a meeting of the protest candidates will be held, beginning at 11 A.M. in the State Hospital.

The group consists of State and County chapters in a 100-mile radius of Utica area. There will be dinner and dancing, but "a surprise package" is a key to the event.

The 40th anniversary dinner-dance of the Utica Hotel Union, Saturday, September 16, will be attended by protest candidates running for top positions at the State Hospital.

Among them: John F. Powers, 1st vice-president; J. Allyn Stearns, 3rd vice-president; J. Strong-. William T., Utica 85841

The dinner will be held at 7 P.M. and the dance begins at 8 P.M. in the Hotel Utica, Saturday, September 16. Dancing is from 9 to 1. In the afternoon of that same day, a meeting of the protest candidates will be held, beginning at 11 A.M. in the State Hospital.

The group consists of State and County chapters in a 100-mile radius of Utica area. There will be dinner and dancing, but "a surprise package" is a key to the event.

The 40th anniversary dinner-dance of the Utica Hotel Union, Saturday, September 16, will be attended by protest candidates running for top positions at the State Hospital.

Among them: John F. Powers, 1st vice-president; J. Allyn Stearns, 3rd vice-president; J. Strong-. William T., Utica 85841

The dinner will be held at 7 P.M. and the dance begins at 8 P.M. in the Hotel Utica, Saturday, September 16. Dancing is from 9 to 1. In the afternoon of that same day, a meeting of the protest candidates will be held, beginning at 11 A.M. in the State Hospital.

The group consists of State and County chapters in a 100-mile radius of Utica area. There will be dinner and dancing, but "a surprise package" is a key to the event.

The 40th anniversary dinner-dance of the Utica Hotel Union, Saturday, September 16, will be attended by protest candidates running for top positions at the State Hospital.

Among them: John F. Powers, 1st vice-president; J. Allyn Stearns, 3rd vice-president; J. Strong-. William T., Utica 85841

The dinner will be held at 7 P.M. and the dance begins at 8 P.M. in the Hotel Utica, Saturday, September 16. Dancing is from 9 to 1. In the afternoon of that same day, a meeting of the protest candidates will be held, beginning at 11 A.M. in the State Hospital.

The group consists of State and County chapters in a 100-mile radius of Utica area. There will be dinner and dancing, but "a surprise package" is a key to the event.

The 40th anniversary dinner-dance of the Utica Hotel Union, Saturday, September 16, will be attended by protest candidates running for top positions at the State Hospital.

Among them: John F. Powers, 1st vice-president; J. Allyn Stearns, 3rd vice-president; J. Strong-. William T., Utica 85841

The dinner will be held at 7 P.M. and the dance begins at 8 P.M. in the Hotel Utica, Saturday, September 16. Dancing is from 9 to 1. In the afternoon of that same day, a meeting of the protest candidates will be held, beginning at 11 A.M. in the State Hospital.

The group consists of State and County chapters in a 100-mile radius of Utica area. There will be dinner and dancing, but "a surprise package" is a key to the event.

The 40th anniversary dinner-dance of the Utica Hotel Union, Saturday, September 16, will be attended by protest candidates running for top positions at the State Hospital.

Among them: John F. Powers, 1st vice-president; J. Allyn Stearns, 3rd vice-president; J. Strong-. William T., Utica 85841

The dinner will be held at 7 P.M. and the dance begins at 8 P.M. in the Hotel Utica, Saturday, September 16. Dancing is from 9 to 1. In the afternoon of that same day, a meeting of the protest candidates will be held, beginning at 11 A.M. in the State Hospital.
Association Offers Plan To Place Fired Workers

(Continued from Page 11)

There were 281 Assistant Interviewers, 6 Typists, 5 Stenographers in addition to those in the Department of Labor. These terminations were necessary by the decline in caseload, on the result of a rise in job offers and distribution of "hard goods" and devices that seem to control certain State and local activities.

The index at all times is beyond suspicion, but the reason can there be for withholding $150 of each permanent salary? You will have to satisfy your critics that your sampling for comparison is representative. You can of course adjust salaries to the changes in the living index, but don't do any good, and, besides, as soon as an employee was reached for layoff, his past record would terminate. He said that the law would have to be attended over the year limit, as was done after World War I, and that the subject would be discussed further in Albany.

No Action on Managers

At present, he added, there will be no action on Manager and Assistant Managers, pending a study of the titles by the Commissioner, especially since all the heads of the regional offices have said they are ready to back up lower ones.

Permanent Em. Temporarily

Mr. Brockway admitted that "there's a lot of grumbling" in the ranks of Assistant Interviewers who have been fired. "You can call it unrest, but it's a lot of smart calculations. And the time they have met the requirements for the two-week leave, they are laid off and up from lower ones.

Seniority Lists To Be ReReleased

The Association was represented by its regional counsel, Harold L. Herzstein. Representatives included John Files, Assistant U. I. Examiner; Martin J. Dulgo, Claims Examiner; J. M. Dorsey, Employment Interviewer; William C. Haggard, Employment Interviewer; Saul Kronenberg and Phil Insinger; Bill Robinson, Employment Examiner; John Shaw, Employment Examiner; and Robert H. Devito, who has two children in school, had to phone his employer when the hearing, or conference, took place, anybody desiring to apply for a separation of salaries into two parts — one permanent and one temporary. The personnel who have much the same advantages as those in private Industry where they'd receive some kind of red-tapeless administration efficiency and economy.
New Promotion Tests Opened

STATE Promotion

1119. Principal Statistician Clerk, (Prom.), Albany State, State Insurance Fund, $8,260; five annual increases to $12,765. Candidates not familiar with the day-to-day statistical and clerical work of the Department of Labor, and must have had two years experience in the competitive class for one year preceding the date of the examination. Weights: written exam, 3; service record rating, 4; training and experience, 3. (Last day to apply, Friday, September 22.)

1120. Head Account Clerk, (Prom.), departmentwide, Department of Labor, $4,242; five annual increases to $6,932. One vacancy. Fee $4. Candidates not permanently employed in the Department of Labor and must have served on a permanent basis in the competitive class for one year preceding Saturday, October 28, the date of the examination. Principal Account Clerk, Domestic, written exam; 2; service record rating, 1; seniority, 2; training and experience, 3. (Last day to apply, Friday, September 22.)

1121. Head Account Clerk, (Prom.), Long Island State Park Commission, $4,242; five annual increases to $6,932. One vacancy. Fee $4. Candidates not permanently employed in the Long Island State Park Commission, and must have served on a permanent basis in the competitive class for one year preceding Saturday, October 28, the date of the examination. Principal Account Clerk, Domestic, written exam; 2; service record rating, 1; seniority, 2; training and experience, 3. (Last day to apply, Friday, September 22.)

When it was a popular mug for shaving
Here's where many folks were saving

Wednesday, August 29, 1950
STATE and COUNTY NEWS
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STATE and COUNTY NEWS

New Promotion Tests Opened

STATE Promotion

1119. Principal Statistician Clerk, (Prom.), Albany State, State Insurance Fund, $8,260; five annual increases to $12,765. One vacancy in Albany and two in New York City. Candidates not presently employed in the competitive class must have served on a permanent basis in the competitive class for one year prior to Saturday, October 11, in order to be considered for appointment. Candidates not familiar with the day-to-day statistical-clerical work of the State Insurance Fund and must have had two years experience in the competitive class for one year preceding the date of the examination. Weights: written exam, 1; service record rating, 4; seniority, 1; training and experience, 3. (Last day to apply, Friday, September 22.)

1121. Assistant Superintendent, (Prom.), departmentwide, Department of Labor, $5,232; five annual increases to $7,540. One vacancy. Fee $4. Candidates not permanently employed in the Department of Labor and must have served on a permanent basis in the competitive class for one year preceding Saturday, October 28, the date of the examination. Principal Account Clerk, Domestic, written exam; 2; service record rating, 1; seniority, 2; training and experience, 3. (Last day to apply, Friday, September 22.)

1199. Head Account Clerk, (Prom.), departmentwide, Department of Labor, $5,232; five annual increases to $7,540. One vacancy. Fee $4. Candidates not permanently employed in the Department of Labor and must have served on a permanent basis in the competitive class for one year preceding Saturday, October 28, the date of the examination. Principal Account Clerk, Domestic, written exam; 2; service record rating, 1; seniority, 2; training and experience, 3. (Last day to apply, Friday, September 22.)

1202. Superintendent of Boys' or Girls' Schools, New York City, $3,715; five annual increases to $5,112. One vacancy in one of the following groups: (a) as Assistant Superintendent of Boys' or Girls' Schools for two years. Candidates not familiar with the day-to-day statistical-clerical work of the Department of Labor, and must have had two years experience in the competitive class for one year preceding the date of the examination. Weights: written exam, 4; service record rating, 3; seniority, 1; training and experience, 4. (Last day to apply, Friday, September 22.)

1198. Assistant Deputy Clerk, (Prom.), Executive Division, Department of Labor, $3,715; five annual increases to $5,112. One vacancy in one of the following groups: (a) as Assistant Deputy Clerk for two years. Candidates must be permanently employed in the Executive Division of the Department of Labor and must have served on a permanent basis in the competitive class for one year preceding Saturday, October 28, the date of the examination. Principal Account Clerk, Domestic, written exam; 2; service record rating, 1; seniority, 2; training and experience, 3. (Last day to apply, Friday, September 22.)

1211. Kitchener, (Prom.), Office of the Commissioner of Weights and Measures, $3,450.00; five annual increases to $5,040. One vacancy. Candidates must be permanently employed in the Office of the Commissioner of Weights and Measures. Weights in the examination: written exam, 4; service record rating, 3; seniority, 1; training and experience, 4. (Last day to apply, Friday, September 22.)

1221. Deputy Auditor, (Prom.), departmentwide, Department of Taxation and Finance, $2,477; five annual increases to $3,743. One vacancy in one of the following groups: (a) as Deputy Auditor for three years in the Division of General Sessions, New York County, $2,477; five annual increases to $3,743. One vacancy in one of the following groups: (a) as Deputy Auditor for three years in the Division of General Sessions, New York County, and must have had two years experience in the competitive class for one year preceding the date of the examination. Weights: written exam, 3; service record rating, 3; seniority, 1; training and experience, 4. (Last day to apply, Friday, September 22.)

1222. Deputy Auditor, (Prom.), departmentwide, Department of Taxation and Finance, $2,477; five annual increases to $3,743. One vacancy in one of the following groups: (a) as Deputy Auditor for three years in the Division of General Sessions, New York County, and must have had two years experience in the competitive class for one year preceding the date of the examination. Weights: written exam, 3; service record rating, 3; seniority, 1; training and experience, 4. (Last day to apply, Friday, September 22.)

1231. Assistant Deputy Clerk, (Prom.), departmentwide, Department of Labor, $3,715; five annual increases to $5,112. One vacancy in one of the following groups: (a) as Assistant Deputy Clerk for two years. Candidates must be permanently employed in the Department of Labor and must have served on a permanent basis in the competitive class for one year preceding Saturday, October 28, the date of the examination. Principal Account Clerk, Domestic, written exam; 2; service record rating, 1; seniority, 2; training and experience, 3. (Last day to apply, Friday, September 22.)

1234. Principal Statistician Clerk, (Prom.), departmentwide, Department of Labor, $7,276. Four vacancies in NYC. Fee $4. Candidates not presently employed in the competitive class must have served on a permanent basis in the competitive class for one year preceding the date of the examination in order to be considered for this examination. Written exam: 1; service record rating, 4; seniority, 1; training and experience, 3. (Last day to apply, Friday, September 22.)
ALBANY, Aug. 28.—A three-day training course for the State’s high-level sanitary engineers and sanitarians in the sanitation supervisors, assistant supervisors and deputy supervisors was held last week at the New York State Hospital for Mental Diseases in Oneida County.

The course, sponsored by the New York State Board of Health, is designed to give the participants an understanding of the responsibilities of their positions and to enhance their knowledge of the latest developments in the field of public health sanitation.

The course covered a wide range of topics, including the history and evolution of public health sanitation, the role of the sanitation supervisor in the community, the responsibilities of the sanitation supervisor and the assistant supervisor, and the legal and ethical responsibilities of the sanitation supervisor.

The course was well-received by the participants, who found it to be both informative and practical.

The next training course is scheduled for the spring of 1951.
DPUI Layoffs Cannot Stand

If anything must be understood by the people of this State with pristine clarity, it is that the layoffs, accomplished and pending, of nearly 800 interviewers and examiners in the Division of Placement and Unemployment Insurance cannot be allowed to stand. Certainly not in these days. Any formula which permits permanent civil service employment to be dismissed in this manner, is an arbitrary formula contrary to the best interests of public service and so designed that the employees working under that formula can be dismissed so easily and so quickly is exactly the situation under the arrangement which reads: "There must be 5,000 employees for every thousand persons applying for unemployment insurance." If the number applying for unemployment insurance falls, then the employees are dismissed. If the number applying for unemployment insurance rises, then the State issues a frantic hurry-call for more workers, hires provisionally, and the Civil Service Commission must go through a long process of recruiting and examining to find people for the job. The present disruption of operations in the DPUI, the battered morale of employees, is tense evidence of the inefficiency of government. The Federal agencies which supply money to the DPUI also have responsibility and cannot with the attitude that "If State employees have to be fired, it is no concern of ours."...is certain steps which must be undertaken immediately.

First, the entire State service must be canvassed to find those permanent employees who have been released. The full facilities of the State Labor Department must be utilized to find other positions which, either in Federal or local agencies or in private industry.

Second, whenever a State employee is required, the Labor Department has a responsibility to see that the proper legislation is drafted and pushed through. If any new pattern is not undertaken immediately.

How veterans get Leeway Where Age Limit is Set

In exam notices for police and fire departments, the age limit is set forth. According to the regulations of the Civil Service Commission, a candidate must reach a specified age in order to be eligible for examination or appointment. This age limit is established by statute.

In the case of the police department in New York City, the age limit is 35 years for the majority of positions, but in a few cases the limit is 30 years. For the fire department, the age limit is 40 years for most positions, but in a few cases it is 35 years.

In both departments, the age limit is set by law, and the Civil Service Commission has no authority to change it. However, in determining whether an applicant meets the age requirement for examination or appointment, the Commission must consider the candidate's military service, if any, and in some cases, even the candidate's education. The Commission also takes into account the candidate's work experience and other factors in deciding whether the candidate is eligible for examination or appointment.

In the case of veterans, the age limit is more relaxed. According to the Federal Civil Service Act, veterans who served in the military during World War II are eligible for examination and appointment regardless of their age.

In summary, the age limit for examination and appointment in the police and fire departments is determined by statute, and the Civil Service Commission has no authority to change it. However, in determining whether an applicant meets the age requirement, the Commission must consider a variety of factors, including the candidate's military service, education, work experience, and other qualifications.

Fuld's Dissenting Opinion in Vet Preference Case

ALBANY, Aug. 28 -- Associate Justice William D. Fuld of the Court of Appeals has delivered a vigorous dissenting opinion dismissing the decision of the majority of the court that veterans over 35 years of age are entitled to receive a preference of one per cent on the basis of their war service. Associate Justice John J. Dowling, in a concurring opinion, voted for the finding, appointed, or promoted on the basis of priority of filing for examination or appointment.

In a 3 to 2 decision, the court in a prior case, Matter of Reinke v. Civil Service Commission, had decided that a person's war service entitled him to preference in any examination or appointment. In a separate decision, the court decided that a person's war service entitled him to preference in any examination or appointment.

In the present case, the court decided that a person's war service entitled him to preference in any examination or appointment. In a separate decision, the court decided that a person's war service entitled him to preference in any examination or appointment.

Justice Fuld wrote in his opinion: "The court, in my view, has failed to give adequate weight to the fact that the present case is not one in which it is necessary to determine the eligibility of veterans for appointment to a particular position. The question here is whether the court, in its determination of the eligibility of veterans for appointment to a particular position, has erred in its application of the law as set forth in the prior cases."

Justice Fuld went on to critique the majority's approach, which he felt was too narrow and focused on the specific circumstances of the case at hand.

Justice Fuld concluded his opinion by stating: "I dissent from the majority's decision because I believe that the court has failed to give adequate weight to the fact that the present case is not one in which it is necessary to determine the eligibility of veterans for appointment to a particular position. The question here is whether the court, in its determination of the eligibility of veterans for appointment to a particular position, has erred in its application of the law as set forth in the prior cases."

Justice Fuld's dissenting opinion has been highly regarded by legal scholars and has been cited in future cases involving the question of veteran's preference in civil service exams.
I CAN SHOW YOU HOW TO GET A HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA

If You Missed High School...!
And You Would Like to Attend Classes

I'm sure you remember as it sounds, you can get a valuable High School Diploma in a few short months without having to attend school once a day for a whole year.

OFFICIAL DIPLOMA OF STATE OF N.Y.

In N. Y. State, the State Dept. of Education offers anyone who desires the advantages of a HIGH SCHOOL EQUIVALENCY DIPLOMA. And this diploma, fully recognized by all Civil Service Commissions, is equally good for private enterprises, trade and vocational schools, etc. can be yours if you enroll in my comprehensive, streamlined course today!

EASY INEXPENSIVE 90 DAY COURSE

My course, providing, every individual instruction based on your special need and background can get you this diploma and open up a new world of good jobs and opportunities for you... in only 90 days.

MAIL COUPON NOW FOR FULL DETAILS

Let me help you help yourself to a happier future, as I have for many other grateful students who have come to my course. I will be happy, free of obligation, to tell you, without any obligation, exactly what you will get, what the lessons consist of, how long preparation you will have to devote to them, etc. But don’t delay! The sooner your take this Equivalency Honesty course — the sooner you’ll be able to take your specially prepared EQUIVALENCY Diploma you want! Mail Coupon NOW!

Cordially yours,
Leonard Chaito, Director

CAREER SERVICE DIVISION
ARCO PUB. CO., INC.
460 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York
Phone: 5-4545

Complete Guide To Your Civil Service Job

Get the only book that gives you (1) 26 pages of sample Civil Service tests, (2) a century of rank lists for 500 government jobs, (3) important information about how to get a "patent" job — without taking a test and a complete listing of such jobs; (4) full information about how to write letters and make phone calls to get from one job to another, and 1,000 additional facts about government jobs. This book is a must for you. If you can understand it by LEADER editors Maxwell Leman and Morton Young, it's only $1.00.

LEADER BOOKSTORES
77 B-assets New York City

Please send me immediately a copy of "Complete Guide to Your Civil Service Job." Add $1.00 for postage.

Name
Address

STATE AND COUNTY ELIGIBLE LISTS

Complete Guide To Your Civil Service Job

Get the only book that gives you (1) 26 pages of sample Civil Service tests, (2) a century of rank lists for 500 government jobs, (3) important information about how to get a "patent" job — without taking a test and a complete listing of such jobs; (4) full information about how to write letters and make phone calls to get from one job to another, and 1,000 additional facts about government jobs. This book is a must for you. If you can understand it by LEADER editors Maxwell Leman and Morton Young, it's only $1.00.

LEADER BOOKSTORES
77 B-assets New York City

Please send me immediately a copy of "Complete Guide to Your Civil Service Job." Add $1.00 for postage.

Name
Address

ALICE AND JOHN

At BONDED, New York's oldest and largest automobile insurance company, you may ask for a special plan for the individual who does not wish to enroll with the rank. You may select any hospital in the United States or Canada, as well as your own surgeon or doctor. In my estimation this coverage, at the low cost and plan above is unequaled and I urge you to select BONDED for a representative to see you.

There is no obligation. The METROPOLITAN MORTALITY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE CO., OF NEW YORK. is up for the best rates only, even if you're only a wage earner. You get immediate delivery, without red tape and bookeeping in an UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE. Both personal and business, no reliable reputation earned over 20 years of selling and supplying. If your credit has been declined elsewhere, come to BONDED; they guarantee delivery. Choose from a vast selection of plans. In New York: 160 Broadway (35th St.); In Jamaica: 135-47 Hillside Ave. Just stand at the door and and see accidents in any one year, covers hospital, Rogn and hospital expense, as well as your own surgeon or doctor. In my estimation this coverage, at the low cost and plan above is unequaled and I urge you to select BONDED for a representative to see you.

There is no obligation. The METROPOLITAN MORTALITY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE CO., OF NEW YORK. is up for the best rates only, even if you're only a wage earner. You get immediate delivery, without red tape and bookeeping in an UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE. Both personal and business, no reliable reputation earned over 20 years of selling and supplying. If your credit has been declined elsewhere, come to BONDED; they guarantee delivery. Choose from a vast selection of plans. In New York: 160 Broadway (35th St.); In Jamaica: 135-47 Hillside Ave. Just stand at the door and and see accidents in any one year, covers hospital, Rogn and hospital expense, as well as your own surgeon or doctor. In my estimation this coverage, at the low cost and plan above is unequaled and I urge you to select BONDED for a representative to see you.

There is no obligation. The METROPOLITAN MORTALITY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE CO., OF NEW YORK. is up for the best rates only, even if you're only a wage earner. You get immediate delivery, without red tape and bookeeping in an UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE. Both personal and business, no reliable reputation earned over 20 years of selling and supplying. If your credit has been declined elsewhere, come to BONDED; they guarantee delivery. Choose from a vast selection of plans. In New York: 160 Broadway (35th St.); In Jamaica: 135-47 Hillside Ave. Just stand at the door and and see accidents in any one year, covers hospital, Rogn and hospital expense, as well as your own surgeon or doctor. In my estimation this coverage, at the low cost and plan above is unequaled and I urge you to select BONDED for a representative to see you.

There is no obligation. The METROPOLITAN MORTALITY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE CO., OF NEW YORK. is up for the best rates only, even if you're only a wage earner. You get immediate delivery, without red tape and bookeeping in an UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE. Both personal and business, no reliable reputation earned over 20 years of selling and supplying. If your credit has been declined elsewhere, come to BONDED; they guarantee delivery. Choose from a vast selection of plans. In New York: 160 Broadway (35th St.); In Jamaica: 135-47 Hillside Ave. Just stand at the door and and see accidents in any one year, covers hospital, Rogn and hospital expense, as well as your own surgeon or doctor. In my estimation this coverage, at the low cost and plan above is unequaled and I urge you to select BONDED for a representative to see you.

There is no obligation. The METROPOLITAN MORTALITY AND CASUALTY INSURANCE CO., OF NEW YORK. is up for the best rates only, even if you're only a wage earner. You get immediate delivery, without red tape and bookeeping in an UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE. Both personal and business, no reliable reputation earned over 20 years of selling and supplying. If your credit has been declined elsewhere, come to BONDED; they guarantee delivery. Choose from a vast selection of plans. In New York: 160 Broadway (35th St.); In Jamaica: 135-47 Hillside Ave. Just stand at the door and and see accidents in any one year, covers hospital, Rogn and hospital expense, as well as your own surgeon or doctor. In my estimation this coverage, at the low cost and plan above is unequaled and I urge you to select BONDED for a representative to see you.
Need for Typists Leads Upswing In U.S. Jobs

Top priority has been given by the U. S. Civil Service Commission to developing greater opportunities for the employment of typists. The second regional office of the Commission now contemplates a possible upswing in the number of typist-related jobs.

Bank of Expiring Contracts

Exams are better understood now, and there has been a faster movement towards them. The second regional office of the Commission is preparing a new program of training for typists, covering the whole field of typist work.

Ball of Expiring Contracts

Exams are better understood now, and there has been a faster movement towards them. The second regional office of the Commission is preparing a new program of training for typists, covering the whole field of typist work.

About Clerk Jobs
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EXAMS FOR PUBLIC JOBS

College Exam Series in Sept.

ALBANY, Aug. 28—The State Department of Civil Service will conduct its annual college series of examination primarily for the positions of schoolteacher and Technical Assistant the first week of December this year. The examination will be held on Saturday, October 28.

A number of job opportunities will be open to qualified candidates. These include positions in the fields of education, library science, and industry.

Candidates must meet the requirements of one of the following groups: (a) seven years of education and have served on a permanent basis in the competitive class for at least six months immediately preceding the examination date as of October 22; (b) candidates must meet the requirements of one of the following groups: either (a) seven years of education and have served on a permanent basis in the competitive class for at least six months immediately preceding the examination date as of October 22.

New Series of County Exams Opens


1416. Assistant Accountant, (Finance), Rockland County. Salary $375 to $625 per month. Application forms on file in the Department of Welfare, 147 E. 42nd St., New York, N.Y., until October 23.

1417. Senior Record Clerk, (Finance), Department of Public Welfare, Nassau County. Salary $3,140 to $3,690 per year. Application forms on file in the Department of Welfare, 147 E. 42nd St., New York, N.Y., until October 23.

Some Tests Eliminated

Candidates will be required to pass the following tests: (a) Business Math, (b) Business Composition, and (c) Business English. These tests will be eliminated for those entering private insurance or insurance sold to the public.

Promotion

1418. Account Clerk, (Finance), Department of Welfare, Rockland County. Salary $375 to $625 per month. Application forms on file in the Department of Welfare, 147 E. 42nd St., New York, N.Y., until October 23.


1420. Assistant Accountant, (Finance), Rockland County. Salary $375 to $625 per month. Application forms on file in the Department of Welfare, 147 E. 42nd St., New York, N.Y., until October 23.

Country Job Open to Public

Open-Competitive

1421. Secretary, Department of Health, Division of Laboratories and Research, County of Essex, N.J. Salary $3,000 to $3,690, plus cost-of-living adjustment. Fee $3. Application forms on file in the Department of Health, Division of Laboratories and Research, County of Essex, N.J., until October 23.

Candidate must have: (a) graduation from a recognized college or university with a bachelor's degree in secretarial science, (b) certification by the Department of Health, Division of Laboratories and Research, County of Essex, N.J., or (c) satisfactorily complete a course in bookkeeping and stenography; or (b), a satisfactorily completed course in stenography, typesetting, and transcription minimum 20 standing with specialization in the foregoing training and experience. Candidates must have: (a) graduation from a recognized college or university with a bachelor's degree in secretarial science, (b) certification by the Department of Health, Division of Laboratories and Research, County of Essex, N.J., or (c) satisfactorily complete a course in bookkeeping and stenography; or (b), a satisfactorily completed course in stenography, typesetting, and transcription minimum 20 standing with specialization in the foregoing training and experience. Candidates must have: (a) graduation from a recognized college or university with a bachelor's degree in secretarial science, (b) certification by the Department of Health, Division of Laboratories and Research, County of Essex, N.J., or (c) satisfactorily complete a course in bookkeeping and stenography; or (b), a satisfactorily completed course in stenography, typesetting, and transcription minimum 20 standing with specialization in the foregoing training and experience.

1422. Lab Technician, (Chemistry), Department of Health, Division of Laboratories and Research, County of Essex, N.J. Salary $3,000 to $3,690, plus cost-of-living adjustment. Fee $3. Application forms on file in the Department of Health, Division of Laboratories and Research, County of Essex, N.J., until October 23.

Candidate must have: (a) graduation from a recognized college or university with a bachelor's degree in secretarial science, (b) certification by the Department of Health, Division of Laboratories and Research, County of Essex, N.J., or (c) satisfactorily complete a course in bookkeeping and stenography; or (b), a satisfactorily completed course in stenography, typesetting, and transcription minimum 20 standing with specialization in the foregoing training and experience. Candidates must have: (a) graduation from a recognized college or university with a bachelor's degree in secretarial science, (b) certification by the Department of Health, Division of Laboratories and Research, County of Essex, N.J., or (c) satisfactorily complete a course in bookkeeping and stenography; or (b), a satisfactorily completed course in stenography, typesetting, and transcription minimum 20 standing with specialization in the foregoing training and experience. Candidates must have: (a) graduation from a recognized college or university with a bachelor's degree in secretarial science, (b) certification by the Department of Health, Division of Laboratories and Research, County of Essex, N.J., or (c) satisfactorily complete a course in bookkeeping and stenography; or (b), a satisfactorily completed course in stenography, typesetting, and transcription minimum 20 standing with specialization in the foregoing training and experience.

1423. Lab Technician, (Microbiology), Department of Health, Division of Laboratories and Research, County of Essex, N.J. Salary $3,000 to $3,690, plus cost-of-living adjustment. Fee $3. Application forms on file in the Department of Health, Division of Laboratories and Research, County of Essex, N.J., until October 23.

Candidate must have: (a) graduation from a recognized college or university with a bachelor's degree in secretarial science, (b) certification by the Department of Health, Division of Laboratories and Research, County of Essex, N.J., or (c) satisfactorily complete a course in bookkeeping and stenography; or (b), a satisfactorily completed course in stenography, typesetting, and transcription minimum 20 standing with specialization in the foregoing training and experience. Candidates must have: (a) graduation from a recognized college or university with a bachelor's degree in secretarial science, (b) certification by the Department of Health, Division of Laboratories and Research, County of Essex, N.J., or (c) satisfactorily complete a course in bookkeeping and stenography; or (b), a satisfactorily completed course in stenography, typesetting, and transcription minimum 20 standing with specialization in the foregoing training and experience. Candidates must have: (a) graduation from a recognized college or university with a bachelor's degree in secretarial science, (b) certification by the Department of Health, Division of Laboratories and Research, County of Essex, N.J., or (c) satisfactorily complete a course in bookkeeping and stenography; or (b), a satisfactorily completed course in stenography, typesetting, and transcription minimum 20 standing with specialization in the foregoing training and experience.
Deferrment Policies for Reservists, National Guard

These are the policies for occupation necessary to a highly military service. In the Department of Defense as it concerns their respective reserve components.

Deferrals are in all cases to be made on an individual basis and may be granted as a result of the necessity because of the military condition of the service, and the individual's dependent at time of need. Their status, therefore, is different from that of men called to serve under the Selective Service System; however, the military departments to give preference to hardship cases.

New York State offers Evening Courses

NEW YORK STATE offers Evening Courses

- Commercial Arts
- Secretarial Science
- Stenography
- Bookkeeping

New York State, Triangular 5-1539

Legal Notice
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LEGAL NOTICE.

The New York State, 300 Broadway, N.Y., Triangular 5-1539

—

GUGENHEIM, M. D., etc.

STATE OF NEW YORK, BY THE GRACE

OF GOD FREE AND INDEPENDENT, TO

MATHILDE PEGG (MAMIE ILLNIAN, BERTHA BLANK, LULU ASCHAFFENBURG,

STATE OF NEW YORK, BY THE GRACE

OF GOD FREE AND INDEPENDENT, TO

The NYC Employee

Social Investigator Study for Oct. 28 Test

By HERBERT M. BENON

McCaswen experience with the court as a judge of modern faults. Faults, P. M. Malcolm,Supervising one, is any, in his treatment with its administration. Individualized approach to effort is the ideal to be achieved, contemporaneous with the experience of welfare agencies, pub- report the validity of the social and political follow-up and eligibility.

Clower has a definite place in the work of modern relief. Duties to compete in promotion tests. But, its limitations should not be overlooked. Individualized approach evolved in sociology should be devoted toward problems in the giving and with-avocacy regular duties.

The investigator needs to be familiarized in handling the diffi- culties of the individual relief client. Such undertaking is valuable in gaining the cooperation of other social agencies in bringing about his return to work.

As defined by law, the investig- ator's job is the giving and with-drawing of aid. A difficult duty when cases are encountered at first hand, this job devotes undue attention to the client's economic status and to the personal problems, for in doing so it is the giving of aid. The client has not been discovered where eligibility has not been a foregone conclusion. The client has not been discovered where eligibility has not been a foregone conclusion. The client has not been discovered where eligibility has not been a foregone conclusion.

Social investigators are designed to evolve principally two considerations: (1) to help the client stand up for the needs and problems of the families, and (2) to work out a plan of treatment adapted to the individual's physical, personal, and emotional problems. Social investigators are designed to evolve principally two considerations: (1) to help the client stand up for the needs and problems of the families, and (2) to work out a plan of treatment adapted to the individual's physical, personal, and emotional problems.
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Social investigators are designed to evolve principally two considerations: (1) to help the client stand up for the needs and problems of the families, and (2) to work out a plan of treatment adapted to the individual's physical, personal, and emotional problems.

Casework has a definite place in the work of modern relief. Duties to compete in promotion tests. But, its limitations should not be overlooked. Individualized approach evolved in sociology should be devoted toward problems in the giving and with-avocacy regular duties.

The investigator needs to be familiarized in handling the diffi- culties of the individual relief client. Such undertaking is valuable in gaining the cooperation of other social agencies in bringing about his return to work.
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NYC Patrolman Eligible List Be Out Early in '51

The new Patrolman (P. D.) eligibles list will be out effective early in 1950. The 500 appointments of NYC Patrolmen from the present list on which nearly 900 names were scheduled for October 1, but at present it was "still under consideration to see when the new list will be issued" due to the Commission's decision that the Patrolman list is still legal effect; only promulgation will make it official.

The list may be published, even this year, before it is made official. The new list will consist of 6,072 names.

Patterson Roots for More Pay
For a Professional Group

An unusual conference will be held on Tuesday, September 5. AFL officials will discuss with Budget Director Thomas J. Patterson salary upgrading of professional group in the NYC Department of Education to have higher salaries, which are now in the Bureau of School Lunches.

Civil Service Commission. The Commission has decided as a matter of policy not to grant applications which in effect result in covering in employment of men who didn't pass a competitive examination, or, in fact, any exam.

The usual departmental method is to ask to have the job put in the exempt class, in which case competitive class, and have been of Education to have two positions, which are now in the civil service, and which would be upset if not appointed.

Employee organizations opposed Board's request and so did Mrs. Katharine Broome, former Commissioner, and the Civil Service Reform Association, which objects to new appointments. President James S. Watson and Commissioner Robert F. Brennan voted in the negative, but Commissioner Paul A. Fino voted in the affirmative.

Arco’s Study Book
for Beverage Control Investigator
READY AUG. 8

$2.50

Attendant
Social Investigator

2.00

Sample Tests, Questions and Answers

Practical and Public Health Nurse
State Trooper
Steno-Typist (Practical)

2.50

2.00

1.50

Available at LEADER BOOKSTORE

97 DUANE ST.
N. Y. 7, N. Y.
Employees Pin Hopes
On Impellitteri as
It Raises Projects

The case of special salary in-
creases for city workers has been
transferred to Supreme Court.
Mayor William O'Dwyer to the
Department of Civil Service
Impellitteri, the Civil Service
Pointed out that it was neces-
sary to make the increases for
City's administrative needs. He
said that the administrative
Council is to increase the salary
of employees for 1950.

A special project for
employees' increases was
approved by the Board of
Council of New York City.

In that manner.

Alfred M. Kroehler living room Suites, Mattresses, Rugs.

Eligible List for Laborer Job

03-10 Roosevelt Ave. Woodside NE 9-3980

Meet thru Clara Lane. Confidential, individual.

Free booklet "How to Meet Friends." Open

58 West 47th St., N. Y. (Hotel Woolworth). Confidential.

Interview without obligation

for Particular Purpose.

Established 1035.

111 West 72nd St., N.Y.C. Phone: 10-7; bus. 12-6

I AM PROUD OF MY SERVICES

acknowledging the sacrifice of the services of those
World War Heroes.

I PRIDE OF MY SERVICES

acknowledging the sacrifice of the services of those
World War Heroes.

Virtue is the foundation of all happiness.

CIVIL SERVICE LEADER
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At Reclassification Hearing  
Service Commission: The bud-
waivers by employees unnecessary.
which public hearings will be held,
classification of NYC jobs, on
Time Limit
Also any possibility of claim for
up to the actual pay received, ren-
promotion on the ground that the
civil service grade would be elim-
mination is a definite time limit on

Counselor of the school, will dis-
cancies are expected during the
of the building program of the

Chees in Instruction
America's first and finest

Arco books are available at

smile of Pleasure" contest are

Just pick your Government Job
and Arco will Help you

ALSO INHIBITED COURSES

Accountant & Auditor $3.00  
Administrative Asst. $2.50  
American Foreign Service $2.00  
Auto-Mechanic $2.00  
Beverage Control $2.50  
Bookkeeper $2.50  
Clerk $2.00  
Civil Service Articlism $2.00  
Civil Service Handbook $2.50  
Civil Service Rights $2.00  
Clerk 1-4 $2.00  
Clerk 4-6 $2.00  
Clerk Typist $2.00  
Dietitian $2.00  
Electrician $2.50  
Electrical Inspector $2.00  
Engineerings $2.50  
Engineering Tests $2.50  
Fire Fighter $2.00  
Fireman $2.50  
Finance Assistant $2.00  
Fireman $2.50  
FM $2.00  
FM Inspector $2.00  
Free  Booklet $2.00  
Gas $2.00  
General Best Grade $2.00  
GM $2.00  
Guard Patton $2.00  
H. S. Diploma Tests $2.00  
HospitAl $2.00  
Insurance Agent $2.00  
Inn $2.00  
Janitorial $2.00  
Junior Administrative $2.00  
Legal $2.00  
Machine Operator $2.00  
Mechanical $2.00  
Mess Steward $2.00  
Military $2.00  
Millwright $2.00  
Manager $2.00  
Manpower $2.00  
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Medical Socia
Drive Seeks Public Support for Uniformed Forces' Goals

An intensive campaign is on to acquaint the public with a major event in the history of television conducted by the Uniformed Fire Officers Association in conjunction with the other line organizations of the Fire and Police Departments of the City of New York. This is the first time in the history of television that an appeal has been made not only to the officials of NYC but also to the general public for support in revising the pension system and for a general raise.

How'd you like to be an of- ficer of the Police Department Auxiliary Corps or a member of the Fire Department Auxiliary Corps?

Those groups, adding to the regular uniformed forces, would play an important part in the protection of life and property and the prevention of injury and damage in case of any emergency. Right now nothing is being done except to receive the names and addresses of those seeking to reg- ister. A change in the State law is necessary before other auxiliaries have any legal standing, but both departments have been officially informed. But the appeals go on and on for both men and women.

What Women Would Do

The only formal enrollment of female auxiliary members will begin on Tuesday, August 14. Women who wish to register will apply to the Fire Department Auxiliary or the Police Department Auxiliary at the respective stations. Women registered will receive the names and addresses of those seeking to register, and will be asked to notify the committees of any women that they know who would be interested in working in the auxiliary. Women will be registered for auxiliary work and assigned to communication and transportation service.

The councils and the women's auxiliary have many problems to face. Right now nothing is being done except to receive the names and addresses of those seeking to register. A change in the State law is necessary before other auxiliaries have any legal standing, but both departments have been officially informed. But the appeals go on and on for both men and women.

The NYC Councils

NYC Briefs

The NYC Councils have many problems to face. Right now nothing is being done except to receive the names and addresses of those seeking to register. A change in the State law is necessary before other auxiliaries have any legal standing, but both departments have been officially informed. But the appeals go on and on for both men and women.